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The purpose of illegal possession is a special criminal intent of offense to intent 
in China’s criminal law, which differs from the intents of other offenses to intent with 
illegal possession its content. In this treatise, the writer does research on the purpose 
of illegal possession in terms of intent and possession, and points out that purpose is 
the subjective psychological state while possession is the specific content of purpose. 
Since there is a controversy over the definition and scope of offence to intent, the 
writer contends that there are totally 30 offences to intent including the non-statutory 
offenses to intent with the illegal purpose of possession, giving a detailed analysis on 
its influence on the determination of constitution of crime and accomplishment of 
crime and preliminarily discusses the problems and judicial presumption on the 
purpose of illegal possession in our judicial practices. 
The purpose of offence to intent which differs from the general criminal purpose 
of the direct intent is the specific criminal purpose, in which the actor pursues some 
further results or benefits beyond the criminal results of the direct intentional offenses. 
The purpose of offence to intent essentially pertains to criminal purposes rather than 
criminal motives. There are non-statutory offenses to intent in china’s criminal law. 
From the perspective of probability, the writer analyses the existing of non-statutory 
offenses to intent. the purpose of illegal possession exists in the non-statutory offenses 
to intent as a specific criminal purpose as well. The non-statutory offense to intent is 
one of offenses to intent where the actor accomplishes the purpose of illegal 
possession once he commits the act so that people can easily make confusion between 
the non-statutory purpose and general criminal purpose. 
The purpose of illegal possession which is the specific content of criminal 
purpose is the aim of wish and pursue of purpose. It is so necessary to understand the 
definition of the purpose of illegal possession that we can fully apprehend the purpose 
of illegal possession. The concepts of possession and holding should be distinguished 
constitutionally. In the writer’s opinion, possession is the factual controlling and 
mastering of the property, which differs from the controlling and holding. The 















disposition derived from possession, we can deduce the constitution of possession. In 
order to show the process of accomplishment of possession in the offenses to intent, 
the author attempts to discuss the objective aspects of the impairment to possession 
such as the infringement of possession, transferring of possession and the acquirement 
of possession from the perspective of ingressive possession. 
Based on the above discussions on the definition of possession in the criminal 
law and the ingressive possession, the writer draws a conclusion that in the process of 
defining the purpose of illegal possession, some factors should be taken into 
consideration such as the illegality, exclusiveness, procurability, factuality and 
perpetuality. 
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第一章 绪 论 
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融诈骗罪一节：第 192－198 条规定的罪名（略）。危害税收征管罪一节：第 204
条，骗取出口退税罪；第 205 条，虚开增值税专用发票、用于骗取出口退税、抵
扣税款发票罪。扰乱市场秩序罪一节：第 224 条，合同诈骗罪。 
3、侵犯财产罪。第 263 条，抢劫罪；第 264 条，盗窃罪；第 266 条，诈骗
罪；第 267 条，抢夺罪；第 268 条，聚众哄抢罪；④第 270 条，侵占罪；第 271




















条，职务侵占罪；第 274 条，敲诈勒索罪。 
4、妨害社会管理秩序罪。妨害文物、管理罪一节：第 328 条，盗掘古文件
遗址、古墓葬罪，①盗掘古人类化石、古脊椎动物化石罪；②第 329 条第 1 款，抢
夺、窃取国有档案罪。③ 
5、贪污、贿赂罪。第 382 条，贪污罪；第 385 条，受贿罪；第 387 条，单
位受贿罪；第 396 条，私分国有资产罪，私分罚没财物罪。 
6、军人违反职责罪：第 438 条，盗窃、抢夺武器装备、军用物资罪。 
以上共计 6 类犯罪，27 条，31 个罪名（选择性罪名作为 1 个罪名）。 















                                                        
① 参见周道鸾，张军主编：刑法罪名精释［M］.北京：人民法院出版社，2003.569. 
② 同上，第 572 页。 
③ 同上，第 573 页。 
④ 我国刑法共有罪名 422 个。参见周道鸾，张军主编：刑法罪名精释［M］.北京：人民法院出版社，2003.2. 
⑤ 诈骗罪、合同诈骗罪、金融诈骗罪等具有诈骗性质的犯罪的统称。 
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